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Abstract

Uniform illumination is an essential optical requirement for light-emitting diode
(LED) applications. In this paper, a general method was proposed to design double
freeform-surface lenses for uniform illumination of LED packages. Detailed algorithms of
the design method were presented, in which the inner and outer surfaces of the lenses
could be designed simultaneously. This problem can’t be solved unless providing an
extra condition. Two kinds of extra conditions were introduced to design the lens and
validate the method. Besides uniform illumination, the present method can also realize
extra functions with providing different extra conditions, like conformal phosphor coating
and minimum Fresnel loss. The present method can be extended to design various
freeform-surface lenses for LED uniform illumination provided that different conditions
are added based on different application requirements.
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Background
Recently, light-emitting diodes (LEDs) have become a vast lighting market due to its extra-

ordinary features [1-5]. The direct output of a bare LED chip, however, is usually a circle

spot with non-uniform illuminance distribution; therefore it can’t be applied without pack-

aging. Hence, appropriate primary or secondary optics are usually used to redistribute the

spatial light distribution so that high quality LED illumination can be obtained by control-

ling the light pattern, illumination uniformity, etc. Among all the LED optics, a freeform

lens has the advantages in abundant design degree of freedom (DoF), compact size and ac-

curate light pattern control, thus it has become the dominant optics in LED illumination.

There are many methods to design freeform lens, such as simultaneous multiple surface

(SMS) method [6-8], partial differential equations method [9], tailored freeform surface

method [10], discontinuous [11] or continuous [12-16] freeform lens method. These de-

sign methods except the SMS method, however, usually deal with the outer surface and

the inner surface is considered as hemispherical shape for simplicity, which would cause

light energy loss and abandon an important design freedom in the inner surface of free-

form lenses. The SMS method is good at controlling the light direction precisely, but it is

some difficult and lacks the ability to realize highly uniform illumination.

In this paper, we tried to develop a general method to design double freeform-

surface lenses for LED uniform illumination. The algorithms of the design method
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were presented in detail. Two kinds of extra conditions were introduced to validate the

method.

Methods
For a LED package, the light emanated from the LED light source is actually refracted

twice when transmitting from the inner and the outer surfaces of the lens. As shown in

Figure 1, the inner surface refracts the incident ray OA
→

into first output ray AB
→

, which

is the incident ray for the outer surface. The outer surface refracts the second incident

ray AB
→

into second output ray BR
→

, which irradiates at the corres-ponding point R on

the target plane. According to Snell's law, the rays OA
→

, AB
→

, BR
→

must satisfy the following

equations.
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where N1
→

and N2
→

are the normal vectors on the inner and outer surfaces, respectively.

n1, n2, n3 are the refractive indices of each area, respectively. n2 is the refractive index

of the lens material, and n3 equals 1.00 because the corresponding area is air. When

the lens is primary lens, n1 is the refractive index of the silicone or phosphor silicone

matrix; when the lens is secondary lens, n1 equals 1.00 because the area is air.

From Eqs. (1)-(2), we may discover that these two equations can't be solved because

the number of unknowns is more than the number of equations. But if we assume the

inner surface as hemispherical surface, OA
→

and AB
→

are parallel and Eq. (1) can be

neglected. This is the exact reason why most researchers simplify the problems by con-

sidering the inner surface as hemispherical. At the situation of this letter, we want to

design the two surfaces simultaneously. We adopted the practical nonimaging optical

design method to design the lens [12-16]. After the meshing of light source and target
Figure 1 (Color online) Schematic of typical light path through double freeform surface lens.
θi is the edge angle of incident ray.
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plane, we can obtain the vector of each incident ray (i.e. the edge angle θi) and the co-

ordinates of corresponding points on the target plane. Then, we supposed that the

inner and outer surfaces can be described by surface functions f1(x,y,z) and f2(x,y,z), re-

spectively. The tangent plane at each point is the differential coefficient of the functions

f1(x,y,z) and f2(x,y,z) at each point, and the unit normal vector is the orthogonal of the

tangent plane at each point. To make the indefinite equations solvable, we can add ap-

propriate extra conditions to balance the number of unknowns and equations. There

may be a lot of extra conditions, which can help solve the problem, like surface func-

tions relationship control, light deviation control, etc. Different extra conditions corres-

pond to different applications. Two kinds of extra conditions are illustrated and

discussed below.

1) Surface function relationship control
Fig
sur
As one kind of extra condition, we also can supply the relationship between the two

surfaces. The relationship can be assigned based on appropriate assumptions. As

the simplest cases, we can give the function of one surface and solve the other

surface of the freeform-surface lens. For example, we can give the function of inner

surface to calculate the function of the outer surface and vice versa.

As shown in Figure 2(a), when the function of the outer surface is given, i.e. f2(x,y,z)

is known, we firstly fix a point A0 as the vertex of the inner surface of the lens, and

the normal vector at this point is vertical up. The second point A1 can be

calculated by the intersection of the incident ray OA1
→

and the tangent plane of the

point A0. Then applying Eq. (2), we can calculate the point B1 on the outer surface

since the unit normal vector at point B1 is determined by the function f2(x,y,z) and

the corresponding point R1 is also determined previously. Then the unit normal

vector at point A1 is also calculated by applying Eq. (1) and the tangent plane at

point A1 is consequently determined. By repeating the this process until the edge

angle θi equals 90°, we can get all the points and their unit normal vectors on the

inner surface. As shown in Figure 2(b), when the function of the inner surface is

given, i.e. f1(x,y,z) is known, we can calculate the outer surface with the same

method. After obtaining all the coordinates on the inner or outer surface, we fit

these points to form the contour line of the lens's cross Section.
ure 2 (Color online) Schematic of (a) point generation on the inner surface when the outer
face is given and (b) point generation on the outer surface when the inner surface is given.
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2) Light deviation control

As another kind of extra condition, we can control the two light deviation angles

on the two surfaces with proper ratio. For each ray, the total light deviation angle

from the incident ray OA
→

to the output ray BR
→

can be obtained. With proper ratio,

we can divide the total deviation angle as two components, corresponding to the

two refractions on the inner and outer surfaces respectively. As shown in Figure 3,

we firstly fixed point A0 and point B0 as the vertex of the inner and outer surface of

the lens, respectively. The normal vectors at these two points were vertical up. The

second point A1 on the inner surface could be calculated by the intersection of the

incident ray OA1
→

and the tangent plane of the point A0. With proper deviation

angles, we could obtain the ray A1B1
→

and ray B1R1
→

. The second point B1 on the

outer surface could be calculated by the intersection of the ray A1B1
→

and the

tangent plane of the point B0. By applying Eqs. (1)-(2), we could calculate the unit

normal vectors and the tangent planes at point A1 and point B1. And then we could

obtain the third point A2 on the inner surface by the intersection of the incident

ray OA2
→

and the tangent plane of the point A1. By repeating this process until the

edge angle θi equaled 90°, we could get all the points and their unit normal vectors

on the two surfaces. After obtaining all the coordinates on the inner and outer

surfaces, we fit these points to form the contour line of the lens's cross section.

If the lens is designed as axis-symmetrical lens, then we can get the freeform lens

by rotating the contour line around the symmetry axis. If not, we can use the

similar method to calculate the other contour lines. After obtaining all the contour

lines, the lofting method can be used to form smooth surfaces of the lens between

the contour lines [14].

What should be emphasized is that this general design method has many design

DoFs. The extra conditions could be varied according to the different requirements

and the resulting double freeform-surface lenses have different applications. Even

for the two aforementioned extra conditions, it also has many design DoFs. As long

as the optical performance, volume and profile of the designed lens are acceptable,

the inner surface could be given as spherical, cubic, cylinder or even spheroidic and

parabolic, while the outer surface is freeform, and vice versa. The ratio of the two

deviation angle is also can be changed according to different applications. With
Figure 3 (Color online) Schematic of point generations on the inner and outer surfaces simultaneously.
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other extra conditions, the method could be extended to design different double

freeform-surface lenses.
Results and discussions
To validate the above design method, we designed several examples by providing with

different extra conditions. We also built the contrastive lenses where we replaced the

freeform surfaces with hemispherical surfaces. Monte Carlo ray-tracing simulations

were conducted to demonstrate the illumination performance. In all the simulations,

the distance between the light source and the target plane was 50 mm and the radius of

the target plane was 100 mm. The material of the lenses were selected as polymethyl-

methacrylate (PMMA) whose refractive index is 1.4935. To evaluate the illumination uni-

formity, the variation coefficient of root mean square error, or CV(RMSE) in short, was

calculated. It is defined as [16-19]

CV RMSEð Þ ¼ RMSE=�x ð3Þ

where the RMSE is the standard error and �x is the mean value of the sample points of

the target plane. The smaller the CV(RMSE) is, the higher the uniformity is.

Design example I

The function of the inner surface of the freeform lens in the first design sample was

given as

f 1 x; y; zð Þ ¼ x2 þ y2−1 ¼ 0; z ∈ 0; 1½ � ð4Þ

where the inner surface of the lens was a cylinder and the outer surface was freeform.

The initial height of the outer surface of the lens was set as 2 mm. With the present de-

sign method, we calculated the outer surface and built the freeform lens, as shown in

Figure 4(a). The contrastive lens was illustrated in Figure 5(a).

The illumination performance on the target plane was shown in Figure 4(b) and its

CV(RMSE) was 0.3967. For the contrastive case, the illumination performance was

illustrated in Figure 5(b) and its CV(RMSE) was as high as 3.2996. From the compari-

sons, we could see that the present freeform lens could enhance the illumination uni-

formity 87.98% and decrease the light loss. To figure out the reasons, we examined the

light propagation path when transmitting across the lens. As shown in Figure 6, it was
ure 4 (Color online) (a) Schematic of a freeform lens with cylindrical inner surface and freeform
er surface and (b) its illumination performance on the target plane.



Figure 5 (Color online) (a) Schematic of contrastive lens with cylindrical inner surface and
hemispherical outer surface and (b) its illumination performance on the target plane.
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found that most light eradiated from the light source could reach the target plane when

crossing the freeform lens, while only a small fraction of the light could reach the target

plane when crossing the contrastive lens and most light were lost due to the refraction

and total inner reflection. That's the exact reason of the light spot formation on the tar-

get plane in Figure 5(b). From the comparisons in Figures 4, 5 and 6, we can see that

the freeform lens could increase the illumination uniformity and decrease the light loss.

Inspired by the flat inner surface of such double freeform lens, we designed a novel

lens to realize uniform illumination and conformal phosphor coating simultaneously.

The flat inner surface can realize uniform thickness of phosphor layer, and then we de-

signed the outer surface to achieve uniform illumination by controlling the direction of

the emergent ray from the preset inner surface. The detailed design process and valid-

ation can be referred to our previous study [17].
Figure 6 (Color online) Light propagation paths from the light source to the target plane when
crossing (a) the present freeform lens and (b) the contrastive lens.



Figure 7 (Color online) (a) Schematic of the second freeform lens with freeform inner surface and
cylindrical outer surface and (b) its illumination performance on the target plane.
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Design example II

In the second design example, the function of the outer surface of the freeform lens

was given as

f 2 x; y; zð Þ ¼ x2 þ y2−4 ¼ 0; z ∈ 0; 2½ � ð5Þ

where the outer surface of the lens was a cylinder and the inner surface was freeform.

The initial height of the inner surface of lens was set as 1 mm. With the same method,

we calculated the coordinates of inner freeform surface and built the freeform lens as

shown in Figure 7(a). Figure 8(a) shows the contrastive lens whose inner surface was

spherical and outer surface was cylindrical. Their illumination performances were illus-

trated in Figure 7(b) and Figure 8(b). The CV(RMSE) of the freeform lens was 0.7381,

while the CV(RMSE) of the contrastive lens was 1.266. From the comparison, we could

see that the illumination uniformity of the freeform lens designed by the present

method was enhanced 41.70%.
Figure 8 (Color online) (a) Schematic of the second contrastive lens with spherical inner surface
and cylindrical outer surface and (b) its illumination performance on the target plane.
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Design example III

Figure 9 shows another kind of double freeform-surface lens, which was designed by

controlling the deviation angle on the inner and outer surfaces [18,19]. We distributed

the total deviation angle into two parts corresponding to the two refractions on the

inner and outer surfaces of the lens. The incident ray deviates for the first time when

transmitting through the inner surface, and then deviates for the second time when

transmitting through the outer surface. With this method illustrated in Figure 3, nine

cases were designed. Monte Carlo ray-tracing simulations and Fresnel loss calculations

were conducted. It was proven that the present double freeform-surface lens can realize

uniform illumination as well as minimum Fresnel loss.
Conclusions
In summary, a general method was developed to realize uniform illumination of LED

packages by adding extra conditions. The algorithms of the design method were pre-

sented in detail. Two kinds of extra conditions were introduced to design the lens. It is

found that the lens design by present method not only can realize uniform illumination,

but also can realize another extra function as well, like phosphor conformal coating

and minimum Fresnel loss. Different double freeform-surface lenses can be designed

with different extra conditions. Since the extra conditions may be flexible according to

the different requirements, the general design method may have plentiful design DoFs

and extensive applications.
Figure 9 (Color online) Double freeform-surface lens designed (Lens II) by providing the distribution of
the deviation angle. The ratios of the first and the total deviation angles are (a) 0, (b) 0.25, (c) 0.33, (d) 0.50,
(e) 0.66, (f) 0.70, (g) 0.75, (h) 0.80, and (k) 1.0.
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